Observers carried out multiple, concurrent size discriminations with a range of size standards. The task was to classify each stimulus as larger or smaller than the appropriate standard size for the set to which it belonged. The set to which each stimulus belonged was indicated by its orientation, or in different experiments, by its spatial location. Observers were able to maintain appropriate discrimination, both when there were four concurrent standards and when there were eight. Both angle and position functioned as effective cues. The size of the orientational cue appeared to make little difference to the efficiency of discrimination. However, when the relationship between standard size and orientation was random, rather than regular, performance got worse. The analogy between such discrimination and size constancy is pointed out, and the results are discussed in relation to Andrews, D. P.'s [(1964) 
INTRODUCTION
In everyday perception, it is a commonplace observation that the perceived size of objects depends not only upon the size of their retinal images, but upon the relation of their image size to their distance, a phenomenon referred to as "size constancy"
or "size distance invariance." In the laboratory, size constancy has been studied by a variety of techniques including matching, though seldom by obtaining full psychometric functions in forcedchoice discrimination tasks. Psychometric functions, obtained by the method of constant stimuli or by one of its modifications, have the advantage that they can measure not only the central tendency in the observer's responding, and any accompanying biases, but also the sensitivity to changes along the underlying continuum (e.g. Morgan, Hole & Glennerster, 1990) . A psychometric function would allow us, for example, to determine whether we are as consistent in comparing the sizes of objects at different distances as we are when they are at the same distance. Little information is available on this point.
An exception is a study by Burbeck (1987) which compared spatial frequency discrimination for a pair of grating targets presented at a single viewing distance to that for the identical grating targets at two different viewing distances. There was no difference in the just- McKee and Welch (1992) measured thresholds for size discrimination when the stimuli were presented stereoscopically at varying distances. Following an earlier method described by Westheimer and McKee (1977) , the observer's task was to decide whether the separation between a pair of lines was larger or smaller than a standard interval, the standard being the mean (and the mode) of the stimulus set. The ability of observers to compare stimuli to a purely internal standard has been well documented, and is clearly relevant to the question of the underlying metric used in size judgements.
In these most recent studies, McKee and Welch used a standard that was scaled in angular size appropriately to its stereoscopic disparity. Thus, a stimulus that was correctly judged "large" at one disparity, would be judged correctly as "small" at a disparity that caused it to be seen as nearer to the observer. Performance under this "objective size" condition was compared to that under an "angular size" condition where the observer had simply to ignore the disparity and respond on the basis of the angular size of the stimulus alone. Performance under these two conditions was similar, provided that the mean stimulus size was 20 arcmin or greater. For smaller stimuli, angular jnds were smaller than objective size jnds.
The finding that highly accurate size discriminations can be influenced by size constancy supports the view that such discriminations can involve flexible decision rules. Is size constancy unique in this respect, or is it a manifestation of a much deeper underlying process of stimulus scaling? Some time ago, Andrews (1964) argued that constancy-like processes were part of a more general scheme for sensory calibration.
The spirit of Andrew's argument is captured by the following example. Suppose
